
 

 

 

Pre-Season Fitness 
 
As pre-season approaches, coaches will be scrambling for ideas on how to bring their players back to 
fitness in the most efficient way possible. 
 

Firstly it is important to define 1fitness'. General fitness refers to a person's overall health and ability to 
perform daily activities, specific fitness requires a person to develop the physical capabilities to meet the 
specific needs of an activity. As a coach it is important to ident ify the specific physical requirements of 
that sport and then design sessions to develop those attributes within the player. 
 

For example what movements does the player do? Over what time and over what distance? 
 

Now whatever age group you coach, none of the answers to the questions above will include the 
words: Hills s, Sand-Dunes, Running tracks, ladders or laps. 

So if you spend weeks passing the ball against a wall, you will become very good at passing a ball in a 
straight line and receiving the ball in a straight line under no pressure and under no variance of angle. 

The same applies for fitness. If you spend your time running laps your body will become very efficient at 
running laps at the same pace and in a straight line (apart from the bends) . Anyone who stays fit 
through running and tries a new activity will agree the day after the new activity, aches appear in places 
you didn't know existed. The reason for this is because the activity will require different movements and 
therefore different muscle groups. If you spend pre-season performing tasks that are not relevant to the 
game the players play, you r players will receive the same reaction. They will be physically fit but not fit 
to actually play the game itself. 
 

It is important to design sessions that mirror the physical demands of the game. The game is variable, it 
has periods of medium intensity with regular bursts of high intensity movement. Movements are 
MULTI- Directional whilst using a ball as a reference point. Spaces vary, as do numbers. Players are 
under pressure from opposing players, they play towards an opposing goal and defend their own. If we 
design sessions that are relevant to football then players will be practicing movements and specific 
football fitness. 
 

• Small sided games will increase ball contacts and will encourage movements to create 
space. Attacking and defending 1 v 1 . 

• A carousel approach is a good way to utilize time and ease transition between practices. 
Vary the intensity of each practice so as the players travel around, they work at varying 
rates and have moments of rest. 

• 3 team games provide a good work-rest ratio. Two teams playing the third surrounds the pitch 
acting as bounce players. This will give outside players rest and increase the time the ball is in 
play 

• Rest and Water. Ensure players have adequate rest periods. Younger children will say they don't 
need a break or aren't thirsty, make sure they get drinks despite this. (when you become thirsty 
you become dehydrated). 

• Allow football to be fun, no matter what age the players are. 
• 5-11 remember to focus on FUNdamentals. 

 


